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The Setting— Riverside County’s Superior
Court is an imposing building. Beautifully
restored marble halls with ornate carved
mouldings, sunshine streaming from
high windows, reflect the grandeur of
nineteenth-century architecture. Jurists,
clerks, attorneys in dark suits and a
bewildered bevy of laymen gather in
the hallways awaiting their day in court,
holding conversations in low tones. The
resonance of this hushed but fervid
activity echoes off the high ceilings and
reverberates down the long, imposing halls.
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POTUS:
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STRENGTHENS CHARITABLE
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[For those fighting in the war against the
culture of death, moments of victory are
often few and far between. The following
is meant to capture one such moment and
to share its impact with the many fellow
warriors who were present in spirit.]

defendants’ counsel on the right. In the

suicide. The desire to promote equality,

gallery, the observers fall into the same

security, and life itself for all persons is

pattern: those supporting the plaintiffs

the motivation for Life Legal Defense

congregate to the left and fill up the rows

Foundation’s lawsuit against the State of

near the front; those for the defendants’

California, arguing that the End of Life

move to the right, filing silently into the

Option Act (which legalized physician-

back row, closely grouped. Two attorneys

assisted suicide) violates the State’s

sit at each table before the bench, and from

Constitution. A group of highly dedicated

their outfits, it appears that most of the

physicians, seeing the incongruity of

observers are also attorneys—dark suits

the Act with their calling to heal and to

dominate the room. Also sitting in the

do good, brought suit on behalf of their

front row is a woman with the pallor of a

patients who are facing terminal illnesses.

survivor of serious illness—the evidence of

The lawsuit highlights the dangers,

her fight for her life include permanent IV

inequalities, and problems associated with

lines in her arms and large bag of medical

turning criminal homicide into a state-

In Courtroom Four, a medium sized

paraphernalia. She and her two children

sanctioned end-of-life option. These are

enclave off the main hall, the scene is set:

sit huddled within a group of attorneys,

the big-picture considerations.

the high bench of the judge; the tables of

awaiting the judgment to come.

the attorneys; the low wall with its folding

But today’s proceeding concerns a less

The Issues—Do we value the vulnerable,

morally captivating issue: was the law

weak, elderly and ill among us? How do

passed in a legal manner? As proponents

we express that value? Do our laws reflect

of representative democracy understand,

the premise that all persons are equal and

the process of how a law is passed is

worthy of protection? These are the issues

important—just as important as what the

The Parties—As always, plaintiff’s counsel

that underly the social debate surrounding

law ultimately is. This is recognized by

sits to the left facing the bench, the

the legalization of physician-assisted

California’s Constitution which lays out

gate dividing the officers of the court from
the gallery in which the observers wait
anxiously; the uniformed bailiff standing
guard over the proceedings.
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specific parameters for the legislature in

The Judgment—The judge appears behind

death, your Honor,” he says. “As you can

Article 4, Section 3, including a process by

the bench, the bailiff cries “all rise,” and

see, real people are impacted.”

which the legislature is summoned to pass

announces the session. As all settle back

urgent bills after the normal session has

in their seats, the judge calls the case and

adjourned.

begins to read his ruling. The atmosphere

When it came to passage of the End of
Life Options Act, this unique process was
used. The Governor called an extraordinary
legislative session to address funding for
the state’s Medi-Cal programs, including
in-home health care and services for
the developmentally disabled, for which
funding was due to expire (the morass
of bureaucracy that surrounds this state

is charged as if those in attendance are
collectively holding their breath. The

hearing was almost an afterthought, as
though an echo of the first rock’s tumble
that precedes the avalanche.

judge’s calm voice resonates as he succinctly

Reverberations—As the parties file out

recites the Act’s history and passage. He

of the courtroom, conversation bubbles

outlines the arguments, and in measured,

in spurts and starts. The woman with

articulate tones, reads the judgment: the

the medical condition beams—this is her

End of Life Options Act violates Article 4,

victory. With tears of joy in her eyes, she

Section 3 of the California Constitution and

recounts her fight for her life, and the

is declared void.

added burden of knowing that while her
insurance would not pay for her continued

program is mind-boggling and clearly

treatment once the End of Life Option

needed special attention). When such
an extraordinary session is convened,

INSURANCE WOULD NOT

the legislature is reconfigured, and the

PAY FOR HER CONTINUED

legislative process is streamlined. For

The fall of the gavel at the end of the

Act passed, it would cover her costs for
a lethal prescription. For someone who
courageously faces pain and death itself on

TREATMENT ONCE THE

a daily basis, this moment is sacred.

and timelines are accelerated. But the

END OF LIFE OPTION ACT

The joy and relief of the ruling are

session can only deal with matters

PASSED, IT WOULD COVER

reflected in the sunshine and sparkle of

example, committee makeups are altered

expressly contained in the Governor’s
proclamation designating the extraordinary
session. In this case, the proclamation

HER COSTS FOR A LETHAL
PRESCRIPTION.

the day outside. The palm fronds wave in
a gentle breeze as if in celebration of the
news that the vulnerable ill will no longer

stipulated that the legislature was to

be subjected to the indignity this law

enact laws to provide for “permanent and

represents.

sustainable funding” for Medi-Cal.
For more than twenty years, proponents
of assisted suicide in California have
sought to pass a law authorizing doctors
to facilitate the deaths of their patients
by lethal prescription. In all that time,
they failed to get a law through the
state legislature. Frequently, they could
not even get assisted suicide laws out
of committee, as many legislators were
fundamentally opposed to putting the

A ripple runs through the spectators—
almost like an electric shock. No words
are exchanged, but amazement and
excitement spark in faces like a silent gasp.
These emotions quickly extend to broad
smiles on the plaintiffs’ side and shocked
incredulity on the faces of the defendants.
Supporters of assisted suicide in the
gallery seem to shrink into themselves,
drawing tighter together in their knot in
the back row.

As contemplated, the Attorney General did
file a writ, and the matter is currently on
appeal at the Fourth Appellate District. The
legal and political arguments have been
hashed out and opinions have flowed freely
as to what the final outcome may be (some
speculate that the California Legislature
will simply pass a new Act through regular
session to remedy the procedural errors
that led to this ruling, while others opined
that such an effort is doomed as it has been

state’s imprimatur on suicide, regardless

The arguments by counsel for the

for the last two decades). The Appellate

of the circumstances. This is why the

defendants are terse, almost a staccato

Court issued a stay on the judgment and

extraordinary session was so appealing—

splutter. The judge’s responses are

the pro-suicide organization Compassion

the committee considering the End of Life

comprehensive and definitive. An

and Choices brought their own, separate

Option Act could be gerrymandered to

agreement is reached by which the final

appeal of the judgment.

ensure its passage. The bill sailed through

judgment will issue in five days, with the

the reconfigured committee and, within a

understanding that the Attorney General

bewilderingly short time, became law.

will prepare and file a writ seeking to have

As the plaintiffs argued, the legislature’s
failure to comply with the Constitution’s
requirements for passage of a law through
the extraordinary session process renders
the law void.

the order “stayed” or blocked immediately.
Plaintiff’s counsel gestures toward the
woman seated in the front row with her
medical condition writ large over her
fragile body. “This is a matter of life and

Yet for those who were present that
sun-drenched morning in Riverside, the
moment of victory, the culmination of so
many efforts—that moment will remain a
golden memory of a time when justice and
right prevailed when the beautiful edifice
of the courthouse itself delivered on its
promise of liberty and justice in law.
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LIFEGIVERS NEED ADVOCACY, TOO
A l e xa n d ra S nyd e r

Two weeks ago, Tracy left me a message—something about a young woman named Sarah who had been sextrafficked and her nine-month old baby boy Isaiah. They happen to live within driving distance, so the next day,
I went with Tracy to meet the young woman at a run-down apartment building in an area of my city known for
extensive drug activity.

This was a new situation. I am used to

Legal because she was concerned for Sarah

So why would Life Legal become involved

advocating for life in courtrooms, on the

and Isaiah’s safety. Not just because they

in a case involving a victim of sex

sidewalk, and even in hospitals. But here,

live in a rough neighborhood, but because

trafficking and her young son?

at this apartment building surrounded by

Sarah has asked Tracy to watch Isaiah to

people in various stages of intoxication

protect him from her own bad choices

and who knows what else, I was definitely

several times over the past months. Child

out of my comfort zone. To be honest, I

Protective Services was called weeks ago,

was wondering if this was even within

but no one has followed up.

Life Legal’s mission.
But then I learned more about Sarah.
She had been adopted as a young child
and then “returned” to the child welfare
system at the age of 13 for misbehaving.
Shortly after that, Sarah was sold for sex
for the first time. Hearing her story, I

Our mission is to give innocent and
helpless human beings of any age,
particularly unborn children, a trained
and committed defense against the
threat of death. To provide a voice for

Yesterday I was in court with Tracy to

the vulnerable in the courtroom and the

finalize temporary guardianship of Isaiah.

public square.

This step allows Sarah to retain parental
rights, while giving Tracy and her husband
legal and physical custody of Isaiah until
Sarah becomes stable enough to care for
him again.

Sarah, against all odds, chose to give life to
her son. I applaud that choice. But I also
know that choosing life does not always
end at birth. Sarah needs help to continue
to choose life for herself and for Isaiah.

marveled that she is still alive. I asked her

Next week, I am meeting with a local

Life Legal stepped in to help with the

about her goals for herself and her son.

ministry that has worked with Sarah in the

legal components of that decision. We will

Sarah said she dreams of marrying a good

past. I want to ensure that she has a team

continue to walk alongside Sarah, Isaiah,

man and being able to homeschool Isaiah.

of people around her to help her make

and Tracy’s family as they navigate this

And then quickly followed with, “But I

better choices—choices that will move her

challenging but supremely life-giving road.

know that won’t happen for me. I’m trash.

toward her goals and dreams. Choices that

I’m not a person, just a product.”

will allow her to be the kind of mother she

Tracy had made the initial call to Life

longs to be.

Please pray for upcoming guardianship
hearings…
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the injunction were released to

abortion giant from running

the public. The contempt order

a baby-killing mill at Oak

has been appealed to the Ninth

Commons. Planned Parenthood

Circuit.

California v. Daleiden et al.
(Calif.)—California Attorney
General Xavier Becerra

appealed the decision by the
Fifth District Court of Appeals
to the Florida Supreme Court.
Oral arguments were heard on
August 31, 2016. On February

Planned Parenthood v.
Daleiden et al. (Calif.)—In

claims is proceeding. The most

charged Daleiden and his

recent discovery hearing was

Center for Medical Progress

January 2016, Planned

on July 19, 2018, during which

colleague Sandra Merritt with

Parenthood Federation of

Life Legal sought an order

fourteen counts of felony

America and a number of

forcing Planned Parenthood to

eavesdropping and one count

PP affiliates sued David

answer questions about its fetal

of conspiracy to eavesdrop.

Daleiden and several of his

tissue procurement practices,

California’s eavesdropping

fellow investigators for the

and in particular, to explain its

statute expressly exempts

express purpose of punishing

insistence that it did not violate

conversations during which

them for their investigative

the federal fetal tissue trafficking

there is no expectation of

work which exposed PP’s

statute in the face of its inability

confidentiality, including those

Ahn v. Hestrin

role in the sale of baby parts

to account for the monies it

recorded at public events.

(Calif.)—Proponents of

for profit. PP is claiming over

received for baby parts.

The conversations for which

physician-assisted suicide,

NAF v. Daleiden and CMP

Daleiden and Merritt are being

unsuccessful for twenty

charged occurred either in

years in passing legislation

crowded restaurants or in the

during regular sessions, took

exhibit hall at a hotel in the

advantage of an abbreviated

recordings and information

midst of a large conference.

review process in an

he obtained at NAF’s annual
meetings on the grounds

Planned Parenthood v. MMB
Properties (Kissimmee, Fla.)—

that he is a “racketeer” who

Planned Parenthood purchased

$10 million in actual damages
and seeking treble damages
for alleged “racketeering”
(RICO), as well as punitive
damages and attorney fees. The
abortion giant is represented
by Arnold Porter, one of
the largest law firms in the
United States. Daleiden and
his co-defendants’ motions
to dismiss and anti-SLAPP
motion were denied by federal

(Calif.)—The National Abortion
Federation (NAF) sued
Daleiden to prevent release of

“committed fraud,” “snuck into”

and occupied property at

their meetings, “stole” NAF

Oak Commons in Kissimmee

information, and “repelled”

in April of 2014. When it

23, 2018, the Court dissolved
the temporary restraining
order, but agreed with the
lower court’s construction of
the terms of the covenant. The
case is back before the trial
court for permanent injunction
proceedings consistent with
the Supreme Court’s opinion.

extraordinary legislative
session, called to address
Medi-Cal funding shortfalls
to push through passage of
the End of Life Option Act.
California Governor Jerry

Brown signed the bill, making
became clear that PP was
judge William Orrick. The
California
the fourth—and
questions about
buying
The justification for trigger warnings
victims
warranting special
sensitivity
soonabortions,
opportunity
to interfere with the speaker’s
going
to perform
a
denial of the anti-SLAPP
by far the largest—state to
fetal tissue.expanded
In March to
2017,
asserts that speech is the same as physical
include a laundry
list of
non- operated
right to speak and/or to interfere with
cardiology
practice
motion was appealed to
decriminalize
physicianthe district personal,
court’s ruling
violence. The earliest iterations of trigger
political grievances
wherein
the right of other audience members to
by MMB
Properties, which
the Ninth Circuit, but also
assisted suicide, permitting
granting
preliminary
warnings related to warning listeners
that NAF
theaunderlying
trespass against
listen before the discussion even begins.
also hadthe
anvictim
office at Oak
denied. Daleiden and CMP
physicians to prescribe lethal
injunction was
by
a speaker may be about to give graphic
in noaffirmed
way involved
physical
violence.
In to enforce
In order to have a policy of preemptively
Commons,
sued
filed a motion to disqualify
drugs (so-called “aid-in-dying
the Ninth Circuit.
Life
depictions of rape or other sexual violence
practice,
theLegal
trigger warning
policiescovenant
and
warning against a book, movie, or
a restrictive
that
Judge William Orrick, who
drugs”) to individuals believed
filedina petition
forrelated
certiorari
that could trigger traumatic memories
other
phenomena
have become
classroom discussion that could be
forbade
“outpatient surgical
has ties to a San Francisco
to have a terminal disease. Life
to the United
Supreme policies
victims of rape or sexual violence. Insofar
de States
facto censorship
that can
be site. Planned
“triggering,” someone has to determine
centers”
at the
organization that houses a
Legal
filed a challenge in June
Court which
was notagainst
granted.
as speech called up memories of physical
deployed
minority
viewpoints
apart from whether a
Parenthood
lost when in
theadvance—quite
Fifth
Planned Parenthood clinic. The
2016 on behalf of six doctors
NAF
was campuses
awarded to silence
violence it was classified as being a Meanwhile,
form of
on
college
realfor
person suffers any real psychological
Districtspeakers,
Court of Appeals
motion was denied—the ruling
and the American Academy of
contempt sanctions
violence.
includingagainst
pro-life speakers.
distress—which topics or viewpoints will
the State of Florida upheld
was appealed and denied again.
Medical Ethics asserting that
CMP and Daleiden after
be “triggering,” and which of the infinite
the trial court’s preliminary
However, the
categories
A trigger warning allows a listener the
Discovery
on the
federal of potential
the Act was passed in violation
several videos allegedly under
of potential sensitivities will be
injunction prohibiting variety
the
them with his constant
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of California’s constitution and

Life Legal is assisting in the

represented three defendants

late-term abortionist George

that the Act removes crucial

Canadian case of twenty-

facing criminal charges

Tiller, as well as others who

legal protections from sick and

seven-year-old Taquisha

resulting from a “Red Rose

failed to report cases of child

vulnerable patients that are

McKitty, who was declared

Rescue,” during which they

rape. Kline’s license to practice

enjoyed by other Californians.

brain dead in September

entered a Virginia abortion

law was suspended indefinitely

On May 25, 2018, Judge Daniel

2017, but has since been

mill to give women a red

by the Kansas Supreme

Ottolia ruled in favor of Life

exhibiting movements and

rose and information about

Court in 2013—however, five

Legal and struck down the

responses incompatible with

abortion alternatives. The

of the seven justices had to

End of Life Option Act as

brain failure. Taquisha’s

defendants were found guilty.

recuse themselves because

unconstitutional. Attorney

parents filed suit to keep

A Life Legal attorney filed a

of conflicts. Kline filed a

General Xavier Becerra and

their daughter on life support,

notice of appeal on behalf of

motion in federal court to

the George Soros funded pro-

as they believe death is not

one of the defendants.

challenge what he calls a void

suicide group “Compassion

determined solely on the basis

and Choices” appealed

of neurological criteria. In late

and were granted a stay

June, an Ontario judge ruled to

People v. Imbarrato, et
al. (Washington, D.C.)—Red
Rose Rescue case involving

judgment by an “unlawfully
constituted” court. The
motion was dismissed and

temporarily reinstating the Act.

allow the hospital to withdraw

[See article on p. 1]

life support. Taquisha’s family

Two Rivers School v. Darnel
et al. (Washington, D.C.)—Pro-

is planning to appeal the

life advocates protested the

Stinson/Fonseca (Calif.)—

they entered an abortion mill

construction of a Planned

Life Legal continues our

associated with the notorious

Parenthood megacenter

challenge to California’s

late-term abortionist Stephen

adjacent to a middle school in

brain death statute in federal

Brigham. The rescuers

Diss v. Portland Public
Schools (Ore.)—Civil

Washington, D.C. The school

court. The statute does not

attempted to warn women

complaint for unlawful

district sued and obtained a

provide due process for family

about Brigham’s dangerous

termination and religious

preliminary injunction. Life

members who seek a second,

practices, which have resulted

discrimination. Bill Diss, a

Legal, representing the lead

independent medical opinion

in severe injuries to his

teacher at a Portland, Oregon

plaintiff in the case, appealed

after their loved one has

patients and led numerous

high school, had his teaching

the decision to the D.C. Court

suffered a serious brain injury.

medical boards to charge

contract terminated following

of Appeals. The next hearing is

The lawsuit was filed on

him with gross negligence.

his request for a religious

scheduled for December 2018.

behalf of the parents of Israel

Father Imbarrato served five

accommodation to excuse

Passmore v. 21st Century
Oncology (Fla.)—Two

Stinson, whose two-year-

days in jail when he refused

his participation in a school

employees at an oncology
clinic in Florida were
terminated after one of
them posted a video of an
emergency at an abortion
clinic in their complex.
Although other employees
observed the emergency,
only the Christian, pro-life
employees were fired. The
employees filed a federal
employment discrimination
suit. Trial back on track after
plaintiffs were granted a relief
from stay after employer filed

ruling.

Father Stephen Imbarrato
of Priests for Life and two
other defendants who were
convicted of trespassing when

Kline appealed to the Tenth
Circuit, which affirmed the
lower court’s ruling in July
2017. The U.S. Supreme Court
declined to hear Kline’s appeal
in December 2017.

old son was declared brain

the judge’s probation terms

program administered

dead by a California hospital

that prohibited him from

by Planned Parenthood.

but was subsequently found

returning to Brigham’s facility

Following his request for

to have active brain waves.

for one year. The other two

accommodation, Diss was

Israel Stinson died after being

defendants were sentenced

subjected to harassment

forcibly removed from life

on July 24, 2018. Life Legal

and retaliation by school

support in August, 2016. The

is planning to file a notice of

administrators throughout

hospital and state then sought

appeal on behalf of one of the

the school year, which

to have the case dismissed,

defendants.

culminated in the termination

claiming the toddler’s death
rendered the case moot as

CASES RESOLVED:

of his employment. The Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals

there were no further damages.

Kline v. Biles (Kan.)—Former

denied appeal of summary

Life Legal subsequently joined

Kansas Attorney General

judgment.

the case as a co-plaintiff. Case

was accused by Planned

is on appeal to the Ninth

Parenthood and pro-abortion

Circuit.

public officials of violating

for bankruptcy.

People v. Handy, et al.

McKitty v. Hayani (Canada)—

(Alexandria, Va.)—Life Legal

state ethics rules while
investigating Kansas abortion
providers, including notorious

In re Estate of T.L. and In re
the Matter of M.H. (Penn.
and Wis.)—Two very similar
cases in different parts of the
country involving women in
CO N T I N U E D O N PA G E 7
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THANKS AGAIN MR. POTUS: YOUR TAX ACT
STRENGTHENS CHARITABLE GIVING
STRATEGIES

D a n C a i r n s , CFP ®, CPWA®

Contrary to the opinion of some, I believe The Tax Cut and Jobs Act (TCJA) has actually done a favor for
charitable giving by creating an environment which allows it to move to a more sophisticated, strategic level—
a level from which it deserves to operate. It has long been my opinion that charitable activity should be viewed
from the perspective of investing rather than giving; the TCJA encourages that change.

Perhaps the most significant change

Let’s say a married couple has annual

a longer-term, strategic view of their

for individual taxpayers (as opposed

mortgage interest of $6,000. Their

community investments, then new

to corporations) under the TCJA is an

SALT deduction is capped at $10,000. If

possibilities open up.

almost doubling of the personal exemption

their practice has been to make annual

to $12,000 for individuals and $24,000

contributions to their community of

for married couples filing jointly. That

in the current year. At the same time they

and Local Tax (SALT) deductions to

do not want to provide that commitment

$10,000 annually. The net effect of these

to the community at an accelerated rate

changes will be a decrease in the number

above their customary $10,000 per year.

of taxpayers itemizing their deductions

By making that commitment through a

and opting instead for the increased

Donor Advised Fund (DAF) this couple

personal exemptions. Doing so could

will have their same $6,000 mortgage

eliminate the possibility of deducting

interest deduction, their SALT deduction

charitable contributions made in that year.

capped at $10,000 and a charitable

This prospect has caused many nonprofit

deduction of $30,000 for the current year

charities to express concerns over their
their donors can no longer deduct their
contributions.
While I believe those concerns sellshort the genuine interest of donors
to have a positive impact upon their
communities through their personal
financial contributions, they also fail
to see the silver lining of this cloud. It
is still possible to continue to receive

for total $46,000 which is $22,000 more

A DAF IS A
SIMPLE, FLEXIBLE,
AND EFFICIENT
WAY TO MANAGE
CHARITABLE
INVESTING.

considerable tax benefit from charitable
contributions; it simply takes a more
strategic approach to do so, and that
more strategic approach can actually
increase both the frequency and size of
contributions.

to make a three-year commitment to their
community investment plan of $30,000

increase came at the cost of limiting State

ability to raise funds in a world where

Now let’s say this couple is in a position

than their combined personal exemptions
for the current year and $16,000 more
than they would have realized under the
first scenario had it continued for the
same three years. The tax savings get even
better if the asset they wish to contribute
is appreciated property of, say $30,000
worth of stock with a cost basis of $10,000.
In that case this couple would also avoid
capital gains taxes as well as the Medicare
surtax on investment income they would

$10,000, then they are only capturing
an additional $2,000 deduction above
and beyond their personal exemptions.
If however this couple is willing to take

pay if their stock was sold outside of a
charitable investment scenario. So what
is this DAF and how did it make this
improved outcome possible?

A P U B L I C AT I O N O F T H E L I F E L E G A L D E F E N S E FO U N DAT I O N
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A DAF is a wealth management vehicle that allows donors

their thirties who were placed in hospice care to be starved to death

to establish a charitable pool of capital for current and

only days after suffering temporary lack of oxygen to the brain. Neither

future gifts while receiving a tax deduction for the full value

woman was married, but each had a fiancé who called Life Legal for

of the investment in the current tax year. A DAF is a simple,

help. In both cases, Life Legal attorneys went to court to get the women

flexible, and efficient way to manage charitable investing.

returned to the hospital to receive nutrition. One was starved for ten

The money that goes into a DAF becomes an irrevocable

days and the other for thirty-four days. Just weeks later, both women

transfer to a public charity with the specific intent of

started talking and walking, and both are well on their way to a full

funding charitable gifts which will be directed by the donor.

recovery. MH is consulting with her Life Legal attorneys to evaluate a

This public charity serves as the administrator of the DAF.

malpractice action against the hospital/hospice.

The donor and their family can:
• Enjoy immediate and maximum tax advantages.
• Make donations on a flexible time table through the
public charity.
• Build a charitable legacy within their family and
among their favorite charities.
• Grow their charitable capital so they make more
charitable investments in their community.
In some ways DAFs can be seen as similar to private
foundations. While private foundations are sometimes
thought of as the preference of high net-worth individuals
and families, some very wealthy donors have opted for
DAFs over private foundations for a number of reasons.1

In re Joe Williams (Calif.)—Case involving the father of two
small children who suffered a brain injury in May 2015. Joe’s wife
decided in December that she wanted to take him home to die, i.e.,
without nutrition or hydration. Life Legal was contacted by Joe’s
sister (through Bobby Schindler). Tragically, Joe’s condition became
unstable due to lack of fluids and he passed away in June 2017.

Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission
(Colo.)—The Masterpiece case involves a baker who was asked to
create a cake for the wedding of a same-sex couple. The baker, Jack
Phillips, said he could not use his artistic talents to give approval
to a marriage that violated his religious beliefs. In response, the
Colorado Civil Rights Commission said Phillips’ religious beliefs were
illegal and prohibited him from designing any wedding cakes, which
resulted in the loss of 40% of his business. The Commission imposed
draconian reporting requirements on Phillips, forcing him to provide

So the DAF helps retain the deductibility charitable

a detailed account of the reasons for any orders he declines. Life Legal

contributions and therefore facilitates the accumulation of

filed an amicus brief in support of the baker because this case is likely

charitable capital; how does the TCJA strengthen charitable

to have rapid and lasting impact on the rights of medical professionals

giving strategies? It does so precisely by elevating charitable

to practice their professions consistently with their consciences and

giving to a strategic activity, which will be discussed in

the teachings of their faiths on issues of life and death—or indeed to

more detail in our next column.

practice their professions at all. Victory!

1

https://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2014/7/25/

People v. Monagan (Calif.)—Peaceful pro-life advocate found guilty

mark-zuckerbergs-25-billion-foundation.html You can

of interfering with a police officer. The conviction has been appealed.

reach Dan directly at dancairns@rwbaird.com or (916) 5632030 with any questions regarding topics related to wealth
management.

National Institute of Family and Life Advocates (NIFLA) v.
Becerra (Calif.)—On March 20, the Supreme Court heard oral
arguments in a case involving a challenge to a California law that (1)

[Dan Cairns is a financial advisor with Baird in Sacramento,

forces medically-licensed pregnancy resource centers to tell their

California. He holds the Certified Financial Planner™,

clients how to obtain a state-funded abortion, and (2) forces non-

Certified Investment Management Analyst, Certified

medical centers to post large signs saying that they are not medical

Private Wealth Advisor, and Retirement Income Certified

centers. Life Legal filed an amicus brief with the Supreme Court on

Professional credentials. His professional mission is to

behalf of Priests for Life and the Justice Foundation addressing the

provide Chapter 3 people with the Time, Security, and Plan

draconian disclosure mandate for non-medical pregnancy centers.

to passionately pursue their purpose. You can learn more

Victory!

about his Chapter 3 concept at www.dancairnsbaird.com]

40 Days for Life San Francisco (People v. McCormick)—Violent
pro-abort attacks pro-life advocate outside Planned Parenthood San

DONATE TODAY.
Help Life Legal protect life in the courts.

(707) 224-6675

Francisco then lies to the police and claims sidewalk counselor hit
her. Police issued a citation to the peaceful life advocate, but formal
charges have not been filed yet. Life Legal attorneys contacted the
District Attorney’s office to get the case rejected and no formal
charges were filed.
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SUPPORT LIFE LEGAL WHEN YOU SHOP AT AMAZON!
Please select Life Legal Defense Foundation as your charitable organization:

smile.amazon.com

Help support Life Legal at no cost to
you with Real Estate for Life program.
(877) 543–3871

info@RealEstateforLife.org

CALL TO ACTION

Buying or selling a home or property?

• Please consider making a tax-deductible contribution today. Life Legal
provides trained and committed legal representation in life and death
cases across the country. Your generosity saves lives! lldf.org/donate
• Please contact your U.S. Senator to support legislation defunding
Planned Parenthood!
• Wanted: Attorneys to assist with forced death and denial of care cases.
We also need doctors willing to serve as expert witnesses. Please call
Life Legal for more information: (707) 224-6675

